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❏ Improve online engagement and interaction 
with clients and partners

❏ Capture and use data when making 
strategic marketing decisions

❏ Discover potential marketing tools already 
available on your campus

Today’s 
Objectives





Who is Your Target Audience?
❏ Undergraduate Students
❏ Graduate Students
❏ Faculty / Staff
❏ Upper-Administration (Leadership Team)
❏ Community Stakeholders

❏ Non-profit
❏ Commercial
❏ Vendors
❏ Private Parties

❏ Media Outlets
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How Are We Communicating?
❏ Advertisements (Search Engine, Social Media)
❏ Blogs/Newsletters
❏ Emails
❏ Event Apps
❏ E-Surveys
❏ Social Media
❏ Text Messages
❏ Videos
❏ Websites
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What tools are we 
using to communicate 
effectively?





❏ It is vital to expose message and engage with audience online
❏ Stay updated with new platforms, trends, features
❏ Which platforms do you use and why? 
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❏ Connect with your audience (inbound 
marketing)

❏ Engagement and relationship building 
❏ Establish credibility with your audience
❏ Polling and statistics 
❏ Another channel to share information
❏ No cost necessary except time creating 

content
Statistics (Pew Research Center, 2016)
❏ 69% of people utilize social media
❏ 86% of people between the ages of 18 – 29
❏ Facebook is most popular overall, followed by 

Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, then Twitter
❏ Students pursuing college degrees utilize social 

media more frequently than those who are not
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Social media is constantly evolving 
and there is a need to keep up with 
the latest trends
Two recent examples: 
❏ Facebook announced it is 

changing its ranking order to 
prioritize posts from friends and 
family and lowering posts from 
businesses and publishers

❏ Twitter allowed users to go from 
140 to 280 characters
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❏ Automatically updates your mailing lists
❏ Reduces wasted time manually updating
❏ Allows end-users to update their own data
❏ Easy upload of manual lists
❏ Embedded Sign-Up Forms

❏ Personalization
❏ Quick Turnaround

❏ 1 day (possibly faster) vs 1 month+
❏ Trackable

❏ List of who opened your recent email 
❏ Personal and/or automated follow-up emails
❏ Retargeting/Remarketing (Paid Feature & code on your website)

❏ Free (with limitations) or reasonable monthly costs for larger accounts
❏ Savings 

❏ Postage ($3000+ annually at Valencia)
❏ Printing ($2000+ annually at Valencia)
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If you have a custom-coded website or use a site builder, like Squarespace or 
WordPress, you can add MailChimp's site code to your website's HTML. This method 
allows you to use pop-up forms and Google remarketing ads, but doesn’t support our 
e-commerce tools.
This is an advanced task and is recommended for users familiar with custom coding.



Websites
❏ Mobile friendly should be a 

priority for your site
❏ Speed matters

❏ Search results (especially 
mobile) prioritize site speed 
when considering listing 
order

❏ July 2018 “Speed Update” 
by google will go into effect 
that will downrank slow 
websites

❏ Consider the size of images 
before uploading

❏ Check your website on multiple 
devices for usability

W
ebsite 



Website Scaling Example (Desktop vs Mobile Phone) W
ebsites - M

obile Friend
ly
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Voice Search Strategy

❏ 20% of mobile searches are by voice
❏ Users ask question as if they are talking to someone 

rather than just keywords
❏ “Alexa, what’s the phone number for the student 

union conference services?”
❏ Voice search queries tend to specifically ask a 

question and typically use trigger words
❏ Area of opportunity to work with on campus IT partners 

to optimize your site structure

Source: https://searchengineland.com/optimize-content-voice-first-world-291782

Image Source: seoClarity
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What Google and other search engines are looking for to answer voice searchers.

❏ Write a topic-specific page (Ie. Benefits of hosting a camp at a university?)
❏ Create content that answers a specific question.
❏ Look for questions that you will be able to answer in great depth.
❏ Think of semantic keywords, different ways of saying the same thing (i.e., 

synonyms).
❏ Use trigger words like “how,” “what” and “best.”
❏ Understand your customer’s intent, and optimize the content on your pages for 

every stage in your customer’s buyer’s journey.
❏ Use conversational language — write like you’re talking to a friend.
❏ Use Headings (H1, H2, H3, H4).
❏ Make sure to use unique title and description tags on each page — use 

keywords in those tags.
❏ Include keywords toward the front of the very first sentence/paragraph.
❏ Use the keywords in the page’s universal resource locator (URL)
❏ Optimize for specific long-tail search phrases that contain three to five words or 

more.



How are we  
measuring?



Do you know how your 
website is being used? 

❏ Measures and tracks website 
usage

❏ Helps you answer key questions
❏ Data will identify your areas of 

focus
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Why do you want to track users on your website?
❏ Helps you answer key questions:

❏ How many visitors?
❏ Was the visitor new or a repeat visit?
❏ Were they using a desktop, tablet or mobile 

phone?
❏ How long did they spend on my website?
❏ Did they complete a request for more information 

or make purchase?
❏ What pages were the popular (flow)?
❏ Where did they exit?
❏ Where are they from?

❏ Data collected will identify key areas of focus to invest 
time 

❏ Can show if your marketing campaign ($) was 
successful in driving traffic to the website
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Some pages don’t work in Explorer? (7% of people still this browser)
Google Analytics can drill down further (costs and levels of permission)
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Why is Bounce Rate Important?
❏ Viewed on page only; single 

interaction
❏ 26% - 40% = Excellent
❏ 41% - 55% = Average 
❏ > 90% = Something’s wrong 
❏ Exceptions: making payments, 

format constraints 
❏ Improve bounce rate: no static 

pages; provide links to click
❏ More engagement = relationship 

building, visitor action, including 
calling or emailing
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Check your site’s mobile optimization on the phone / tablet 
Will the forms work? / How does the content load?

Does page scrolling change? / Invest the time in fixing any issues
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At Valencia, we view success for our conference digital marketing as:

Factors that contributed to selecting that as our goal:
❏ Depending on method of payment, we have multiple landing pages which 

makes tracking links implausible after payment type selection
❏ Our registration software has limitations, must notably how we access our  

payment gateway and the return back to the website
❏ Our higher price point often means that a first time visitor won’t complete 

registration during the first visit
❏ Our focus is on reaching qualified attendees who will consider attending
❏ Utilized “Events” in analytics to track the action of clicking on registration links 

to avoid accidental visits being counted



How are we
reaching?



❏ Keywords Dependent
❏ Audience Focused
❏ Targeted:

❏ Devices
❏ Geotargeting
❏ Time specific

❏ Payment Model
❏ Pay per click
❏ Auction Style
❏ Set Daily/Max Budget
❏ Set per click budget

❏ Integrates with Google 
Analytics to show results

❏ Alternative product is Bing Ads 
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For a conference hosted by the college with a 
paid registration (typically 300+ attendees) at 
Valencia we budget between $1000 - $3000 
for paid search advertising
❏ We would spend almost twice that 

amount when doing print ads in 
publications and peer conferences

❏ Registration numbers have stayed the 
same and or grown depending on the 
conference since a full conversion to 
digital only promotion

❏ Recent Adwords Campaign of $1,500
❏ 24,000 unique impressions & 464 clicks
❏ 55 leads to our goal pages (~$27,000 in 

potential revenue)
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https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/05/21/how-much-does-adwords-cost



❏ Conversion tracking ($$$). See how successful your 
ad is by seeing what happened as a direct result of 
your facebook ad.

❏ Optimization. Automatically bid for conversions on 
Facebook after you setup your pixel.

❏ Remarketing. Remarket to everyone who visits your 
site, or just to people who visit specific pages or take 
specific actions.

❏ Free to add to your website

Fa
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https://www.facebook.com/business/a/facebook-pixel



How are we
reacting?
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Build an Online Request for Proposal form (RFP)

❏ Qualtrics - www.qualtrics.com 
❏ Most Colleges and Universities have an account
❏ Typically used in research
❏ Great for capturing data
❏ Multiple choice, fill-in the blank, & Likert scale for surveys

❏ Ask IT for your sign-on
❏ Guides planners through the process of what we need to know. 

❏ How did you hear about us? 
❏ What meeting spaces do you need? 
❏ Shipping and Parking needs?

❏ Collect your event data + post-event data you need for future Marketing 



TBD
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Website Data Gathering
Online Request for Proposals (RFPs):
❏ Send the link with your marketing book & RFP on your Sales 

emails
❏ You need to be positive about the system; don’t resist 

Qualtrics for Data Capture
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Questions to Ponder

❏ What role do I play? 
❏ What is my attitude/feeling toward using 

technology? 
❏ What about the people around me?
❏ Fear/lack of understanding can hold us back

❏ How can I be empathetic to my audience’s 
resistance, but also understand when it’s still worth 
pursuing?

❏ Who is receptive and who is not? Why?
❏ What external factors are impacting my marketing?
❏ How can you show value to go digital?



Questions?


